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The PTA System as a Political Economy

PTAs are not only isolated agreements that confer instrumental
economic value:

• “Pivot” + “Pacific Century” =
https://ustr.gov/sites/default/files/
TPP-Strategic-Importance-of-TPP-Fact-Sheet.pdf

“We’re a vote away from either cementing our leadership in
the region or handing the keys of the castle to China.” – U.S.
Trade Representative Mike Froman (in WSJ).

I.e., PTAs contain a strategic component related to structural
prominence (at least for some states).

Particularly in the post-Doha (?) world.

Power/influence as “control over events”?
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How China’s Ministry of Commerce Sees It

http://fta.mofcom.gov.cn/english/:
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The PTA Network in 1990: A Regionalized System
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The PTA Network in 2014: A Globalized System
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The PTA System as a Network

Hafner-Burton & Montgomery (2009): PTA networks reduce material
inequalities in IPE.

Manger et al (2012): PTA network (1994-2004) exacerbates material
inequalities in IPE by perpetuating an income-based “hierarchy”.

Maybe both, depending on where you look within the structure?
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Theorizing the PTA Network

Treating of the system of PTAs as a network rather than a collection
of independent and identically-distributed dyadic arrangements
allows us to think beyond the level of the dyad:

• Why should US pursue PTA with Vietnam? Not rich, not
democratic, no security ties.

Is tie formation (partially) endogenous?

PTA system has become more complex as it has developed; different
considerations now than before?

I.e., is it advantageous to occupy a core position even if you don’t
gain a significant economic benefit? Executives seem to think so;
legislatures not so much. (Which is more politically exposed?)
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Degree Prominence vs. Closeness
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ln(Betweenness Prominence)
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The Utility of Ambiguity

A number of surprisingly-prominent states appear to be
“ambiguous”:

• Not necessarily most democratic.
• Not necessarily most well-developed.
• Not necessarily geographically central.

These are “arms-length” states, able to play multiple sides.

This can confer benefits in some contexts.

• I am shocked that gambling goes on in Rick’s Café Américain!
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Modeling the PTA Network

Application of the TERGM to the PTA Network:

• Unbiased estimation via MPLE.
• SEs made consistent via 5000 iterations of bootstrapped
resampling algorithm.

• More years than prior analyses (1990-2012).

Systemic covariates:

• Lagged network.
• GWDegree: “Anti-preferential attachment”.
• GWDSP: Common partners -> exist in same cluster.
• GWESP: Tied economies have more shared partners.

Dyadic covariates:

• “Distance”: GDP per capita, GDP, Polity, Geography.
• Instrumental value of PTA: Total dyadic trade, Defense pact.
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Results
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Diagnostics
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Quick-and-Dirty Interpretation

The model fits very well (despite a somewhat complex structure).

Endogenous structural processes consistently matter: i.e., there are
potentially-large benefits that accrue to those occupying important
positions.

• The usual suspects (EU, EFTA, etc) occupy the core.
• The ambiguous are bridges connecting different clusters.

The network has a strong memory (of course), but the system is
constantly evolving: Manger et al’s results from 1994-2004 sample
are different from these.

Some intra-dyad variables matter; others don’t.
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Next Steps

Big Problem: Need to incorporate some monadic attributes (esp.
regaring “ambiguous” nodes?)

Other problems? (We trust you to let us know.)

To Do: Predict years since 2012 out of sample; micro-level estimation
(TPP? TTIP?)
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